For the Communications and New Media (CM) programme, CP3208 and CP3209 is allowed to replace CS4201 and CS4202 Interactive Systems Project, CS4203 and CS4204 Game Development Project or CS3281 and CS3282 Thematic Systems Project. This is applicable to all students in the CM programme under the restriction that the project is in the media area (subject to approval of UROP coordinator). This exemption is not applicable to students in the Concurrent programme with Carnegie Mellon University.

For students who started UROP prior to AY2013-2014 Semester II:

For Computer Science (CS) programme, students in the Turing Programme, CP3208 and CP3209 is allowed to replace CS3201 and CS3202 Software Engineering Project or CS3281 and CS3282 Thematic Systems Project under the restriction that the project contains significant programming content (subject to approval of UROP coordinator). This exemption if not applicable to students in the von Neumann Programme.

For students who started UROP in AY2013-2014 Semester II onwards:

For Computer Science (CS) programme, students in the Turing Programme, CP3208 and CP3209 is allowed to replace CS3281 and CS3282 Thematic Systems Project under the restriction that the project contains significant programming content (subject to approval of UROP coordinator). This exemption is not applicable to students in the von Neumann Programme.

For the Computational Biology (CB) programme, CP3208 and CP3209 is allowed to replace up to two of level-3 electives under the restriction that the UROP project must in the computational biology area (subject to approval of UROP coordinator).

To be completed by UROP student:

Student’s Name: 

Student’s SoC email: @comp.nus.edu.sg Matriculation No.: 

Programme: 

Supervisor’s Name: 

Project’s Title: 

Semester when you completed UROP: AY Semester 1/2*

CM: I declare that I have completed CP3208 and CP3209 and I wish to apply for exemption from CS4201 and CS4202 | CS4203 and CS4204 | CS3281 and CS3282*

CS: I declare that I have completed CP3208 and CP3209 and I wish to apply for exemption from CS3201 and CS3202 | CS3281 and CS3282*

CB: I declare that I have completed CP3208 and CP3209 and I wish to apply for exemption from one Compbio elective | 2 Compbio electives*

*(delete where inapplicable)
I understand that even if I obtain this exemption, I can still take exempted courses under unrestricted elective modules.

__________________________________________________________________________  ________________
Name and Signature of STUDENT          Date

DECISION BY ASSISTANT DEAN, OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES:

[ ] APPROVED

[ ] REJECTED  Reason(s):

__________________________________________________________________________

A/P Kan Min-Yen

__________________________________________________________________________  ________________
Name and Signature of ASSISTANT DEAN          Date

Please return the duly completed form to:
SOC Office of Undergraduate Studies: COM1 #02-19 (Attn: Mrs Kwek Wong Kay)